
3. 1.23

overing maps
Cal Emulate properties of s.R-S' in order to computer

more fundamental groups.

Rall fig based loops in s' are path homotopic if

they have the same winding number F(1
- F(0) = g(1)-j(d)

for Fig lifts of fig F-R
along a: I Fis

unique lifting, htpy lifting, path lifting, ...



Defo For E. X
spaces, giE-X cts, an open UX is

-

evenly covered by g when giU is a disjoint union of coun'dI

open sets,
each mapped homeomorphically onto U by q

A
corning may is a cts sung map
g:t-> X with a coun'd, locally ⑭u
path cound, and every pet of X

⑭ I
has an evenly covered abled

E.g.c:D -> s' ③ I Soittoexplicit)

C
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Coeno evenly overed able
E.
gEn:

R" ->F #
It,
.. . .
tn) (s(t1) . . . , dCtull ↓ a

⑦



Eg. S"+RP" 2-sheeted cover

x -> line spanned by x <IRN+

Lifting Properties
A lift of 4:4 -> X along a is 4.7- Est. g5 = Y

inv eq
Y 'X.

thm/Unique lifting) Let g:E -> X be a covering map. Suppose
Y is coun'd, 4:Y -X ats, D,F: Y->I are lifts ofy
that

agree
at some point of 4. Then Y.:%..

if same as for a



TheHomotopy liftingx be a covering map, y locally
andlet

suppose 40,9:4
-> X cts,H:Y*I -> Xa htpy from 40 4,

50:7-E any liftof 4.
Then 5!lift ofitto

itwithE -, 0) =50. If H is stationary on some A l4
then so is H.

"oozii
I1:8 = F( -, 1)

1

a lift of

↑5 Y,

y x1

ofsame as for a



Cor Math lifting) git-X covering, fil-X a path,
e tgf(0) = E. Then 5! lift F: I+E off with f(0)

= e.

If Ditto. I
Notation: Fe

Winding number?

Thm/Morodromy) g:*->X covering map, fig: I+ X
~

paths from p tog, fe.ge lifts with same initial pointe
(a) forgo if fug
(b) If frg, then fellusfor

a bicIR is simply coun'd.



of(a) If F- ze, then composing v/q witnesses frq.

For the converse, suppose Hifrg. By htpy lifting,
get it:In some lift ofstarting ate. By unique
lifting, this is justn 5,
(b) fog => Ferye => Feill:ge31). :q113

uphotn,(X,x) &q(x) "monodromy action"
(f].e =Fe(l) gr

Ihm (Injectivity) q.EXcovering. NetE,
26:π,(t,e) ->T,(X,g(e)) is injective [W].1 = - 1

if]->1qf] (w].(-1) =1



of suppose (f] tker(q() co q0lf) = (q())
then gfocqce in X. By the monodromy theorem,

any lifts of af. 'quel starting
at the same point are

path topic in E -sof= afe and
ce lifts cq(e)Ia

I-X
These both start at e, so force, i.e. if is trivial.

Uptof coverings Yay -sub (i(X,gl
q
->im(gxl<π. (X,(

assigns subgroups of it, to coverings.



On top, we will solve the lifting problem:
EThi
of covering, I coun'd be path coured, 4:4

- Xcts.

X

Giveny.57,000 withglass:4(30), 4 has a lift5.4->

st.Y(y.) =

e. iff Yi, (Y,y0) =g*T,(E,e).

n,(E,e0)↑-- ↑ ↓ 2x

x(Y,y)-( H,(X,Y(y.1)



to f-at aY4y,(Y,y0) =9x π,(E,2)
Yo y(y))

=q(00) upstairs
/

1)

"Stairs E

!
* Fown-
stairs


